
Watson’s Hotel Mumbai
वॉटसन हॉटेल मुंबई
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Current situation
वर्तमान परिस्थिती

Building features
इमारत वैशिष्ट्ये
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Building history
वर्तमान परिस्थिती
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Architecture Mumbai
आर्किटेक्चर

City map Mumbai
शहर का नक्शा
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Most common Religion in Mumbai 

Hinduism

Islam

Christianity 
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Languages spoken in Mumbai 

Marathi 

Hindi 

Gujarati 

English
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Famous sports in Mumbai

Cricket Badminton Kabaddi
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Age pyramid of Mumbai
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Population growth Mumbai
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The poverty
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Victorian - Gothic
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Art Deco
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Indo-Saracenic
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Contemporary
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Sun study Watson’s Hotel
सूर्य अभ्यास
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Climate Mumbai
मुंबईचे हवामान
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Mumbai has a tropical climate this means it is year around warm the 
only difference between summer and winter is that summer is wet 
and winters are overall dry.

Mumbai is located close to the equator. It is so close that the sun 
stands in north from January to June and stands south in July to 
December.

Infrastructure area
आधारभूत संरचना

Due to the lack of space we need an offsite storage space so we 
don’t need to worry about a lack of room. 
For The supply chain we can make use of 2 supply routs via roads, 
but there is also a possibility to use the nearby harbour for shorter 
travel time.
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Building methode
निर्माण विधि

Mumbai has a long history with all kinds of building method’s. The 
most populair materials used for the construction of buildings are 
concrete and steel. 

Concrete
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Steel
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Installations Watson’s Hotel
अधिष्ठापन

Mumbai has a tropical climate it is hot all year around that’s why it 
is very important that people have acces to cooling installations to 
keep cool.
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Materials
साहित्य

Structural members

Columns, beams, girders – wrought 
and cast iron – wrought iron used 
for plan faces and cast iron for 
ornamentation

Foundation 

Brick on rubble wall foundation

Walls

Hollowbricks
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Floor

Floor joists with burma teak screed
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Roof

Wrought iron double roof

Tiles

Minton tiles
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The Thermodrainsystem is an cooling system for the construction. It 
will cool the construction by running whater threu it so it contract the 
heat of of it. This system uses wather so we can catch rain and reuse 
that for this system.

Culture Mumbai
संस्कृति

Mumbai is a city with many different cultures that live together. 
There are 4 different languages. The most common of which is 
Marathi. The population of Mumbai is raptly growing and expected 
to hit 25 million around 2031.
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Public transport
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Railway Bus Water

Structure plan
रचना योजना
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For the materials we have 

chosen steel because of 

the flexibility when apply

ing, it also makes sure the 

look of the building stays 

as meant To be. 

The hollow bricks are 

light and the labour Costs 

are low so its a very 

cheap option. The con

crete Floors are cheap 

and easy To Apply further 

we can apply the thermo

drain installation in the 

floors. 

Facade views ��tc;:ft fflcll" _ _� 

For the technical aspects of this buil

ding we will be using a combination 

of an big hvac system for air cooling 

for the building and the therm o drain 

system that was previously explained 

on this poster. 

these 2 systems will be maximized by 

adding thermal mass in the form of a 

green roof, concrete floors and isola

tion. 

because of this mass the construction 

needs te be reinforced with a new 

steel construction as shown in the 

construction picture above. 

Floor 

1-4 

Atrium 

Ground 

floor 

D Local market 

D Arcade 

D Stairway (apartments) 

D Student apartments 

D Apartments 

Functions 
Food court 
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Creates jobs 

ffl 
Market 

Appartments for the low segment 

Because there are a lot of people unemployed, we have chosen for a foodcourt 

and markt to provide for jobs. On top of that many people of Mumbai lives in 

the slums because of a lack of housing, that's why we've put apartments in the 

building. 

Floor plans 
for the final design we choose to combine the 2 variants together. With on the ground 

floor a foodcourt and market where you can buy food en gather around. It's accesible 

for everyone. In the middle of the ground floor there is a outside garden. The other 

floors are a mix of apartments and studenthousing. On the first and second floor you 

can live with a caretaker who learns you how to live by yourself 
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